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Abstract

The foundation of gender equality was built some decades ago, but higher education institutions are far from achieving it. Perhaps the leadership needs to integrate new narratives for a greater commitment especially in engineering, and new tools for the existing toolbox. This study aims to share the outcomes of soft female leadership framework (SFL) development for gender equality at the RMEI network, entailing the commitment of top-managers from engineering schools, creation of new leaders to lead the change at their institutions, students acting as change-agents, and an active community of practice. The SFL toolbox comprises self-awareness, humanistic care, intuition, creativity, and trust. The transformation of mindset, skillset, and culture entails using Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), ‘Systemic View of Life’ arguments, and drawing knowledge from organizational learning frameworks, scientific phenomena, and mechanisms, such as a) 4I-Intuiting-Interpreting-Integrating-Institutionalizing organizational learning process starting from intuition to achieve an institutional change; b) ‘Stigmergy’ scientific mechanism of self-organized collective schemes with coordinated actions and interactions, in which the action performed by an agent leaves a trace in the environment that stimulates subsequent actions; c) ‘Spillover’ phenomenon advocating that the behavior of an agent can bring the adoption of related behaviors by other agents. The RMEI gender equality plan (GEP) was evaluated by
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the HORIZON2020 TARGET project consortium. The SFL excelled as successful in setting goals, articulating a policy that integrates systems approach frameworks, insights from science and technology, innovation, ecology, philosophy, self-awareness, ethics, and values. The Covid-19 pandemic disrupted physical meetings, but the process of change was not ceased at the network because we disrupted the disruption by boosting collaborative knowledge, consolidation and dissemination processes. The SFL framework integrates context, regional, and temporal characteristics, alongside cognitive, affective, and motivational outcomes over behavioral outcomes, new mindsets beyond organizational skills, and collaborative learning over individual learning.
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Amendments from Version 1

The reviewers’ comments have been taken into consideration and the paper has been revised accordingly. In this revised version it is presented as a METHOD paper with a use case because it fits better with the reviewers’ comments and expectations and the type of work reported. Discussion is now enriched with a section ‘USE CASE’ where the implementation of the SFL is explained.

Therefore, the paper as it is transformed to a METHOD paper builds upon a use case that is the case of the RMEI network where the SFL was implemented and validated. ‘Method articles in some areas of research, e.g. education, social sciences or economics, may benefit from a different structure, in which case a more flexible format is possible as long as the authors ensure that they describe their methods and sources in sufficient detail for others to be able to repeat the research.’

The revised title is:

Learning outcomes of leader and leadership development: method of Soft and female leadership (SFL) empirical framework for driving the gender equality change in Mediterranean Engineering Education

Any further responses from the reviewers can be found at the end of the article

Plain language summary

This paper reports a new leadership type being developed during the process of gender equality change within the homonymous Community of Practice (CoP) facilitated by the Network of Mediterranean Engineering Schools (RMEI) and supported by the EU TARGET project. The type of leadership we propose is a combination of female leadership and soft competence and skills; that is why we call it ‘Female Soft Leadership (FSL)’. The key message is that gender equality strategies are context-sensitive. We need to find for every context what problem of gender equality occurs and to make the choice of the type of leadership best fit in. This is what we did in the RMEI network that connects 28 engineering schools from 10 Mediterranean countries with a high cultural diversity. Overall, leadership is a journey and not a destination and we can learn or change our way during practice.

Introduction

Leadership in the 21st century entails personality, behavior, and values beyond management skills, facets that are needed to face major political, economic, social, cultural, and ecological challenges. It is a collective phenomenon and social construct that shapes the way we understand organized action, which becomes more evident in the case of an unstructured group and in navigating in disruption times, as in the on-going Covid-19 pandemic time we are experiencing globally.

Although, scientists have elaborated many theoretical concepts of leadership classifications and clarified the limits of these concepts, complex challenges of the 21st century imply leader and leadership development approaches based on behavior-based criteria integrating context, regional and temporal characteristics, self-awareness, and new mindsets. It requires mindsets that can bring a transformation through personal and collective developmental processes. More specifically, it is acknowledged that leaders and leadership development should focus on a) cognitive, affective, and motivational besides behavioral outcomes, b) new mindsets beyond organizational skills development, c) collective over individual learning.

Leaders need to adopt interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary approaches towards providing effective solutions for wicked problems of complex systems, including a clear identification of the problem, good understanding of the situation, development of a timely action plan, and good and transparent communication processes.

Soft leadership (SF) is a type of leadership that intertwines emotional intelligence with management, aiming at creating humanistic and values-based visions to build personalities transcending their known boundaries, through integrative, participative relationships, by using inspiration, collaboration, and co-creation as tools for soft skills and capacity building. We could argue that SL could be associated with female leadership.

The call for leaders to advance gender equality is an invitation to lead a wicked-systemic-social problem of which not only they must be aware, but to understand the interrelations of gender inequality with other inequalities (intersectional understanding). To be able to navigate in complexity, they must educate themselves and undergo personal developments, researching and understanding why these challenges exist and how to eliminate them by creating a culture of values and ethics.

Gender inequality is a wicked systemic problem of patriarchal societies in which women do not fully have the opportunity for personal development and decision-making that affect females’ lives, that is often related to stereotyped gender expectations and beliefs, and the masculine construct of leadership.

To achieve social justice, economic stability and growth, democratic governance, full participation of women in all societal processes is indispensable according to the 2030 Agenda for SDGs. Furthermore, we hypothesize that gender-balanced leadership at any level might bring more effective solutions to global challenges while soft leadership may change the values of the anthropocentric civilization and personalities to drive the exit from the Anthropocene towards an eco-social centric development.

Aim of the study

There is time to try to change how to make our universities more equitable, and inclusive. In achieving gender equality mainstreaming across engineering higher education we need to rethink the type of leadership that is the most appropriate for effective outcomes. We need to add new narratives and tools to the existing toolbox and reconstruct our strategies and plans. By exploring these inquiries, we can begin to suggest where and why the journey to gender equality has stalled and how to mitigate it.

The aim of the study is to reply to the above inquiries by reporting the learning outcomes obtained from the gender
equality plan (GEP) and leadership developed at the network of Mediterranean Engineering Schools (RMEI).

We report on an empirical leadership framework for gender equality that is contextual, applied as a use case at the RMEI for driving the gender equality change. We call it the ‘soft female leadership (SFL)’ framework that is a combination of female and soft leadership for driving gender equality at the engineering schools across Mediterranean countries. SFL is a perspective that is closely connected to a systemic view of life (SVL) framework. Whilst women leaders have been shown often to adopt different leadership styles to men, so far there is no such a ‘female leadership’. The SFL acronym is used for the first time in this study.

Although context-specific the RMEI case-study of SFL framework can be chosen for leading groups, institutions, organizations, etc. at any scale.

Methods
The single use case methodology was used in the current study. The goals and objectives of this method are presented and explained in detail and the methods to accomplish those goals and objectives is clarified.

The specific techniques that are used in the current study are empirical, supported also by the literature, and the gender equality knowledge built by the EU HORIZON2020 TARGET project.

For this method, the author replicated the soft leadership framework developed by prof Rao M.S but also added to the field by examining aspects of the engineering education domain and the Mediterranean community of practice (CoP) for gender equality.

The study is built in six stages/chapters that include the design, conduct, methods and analysis of the SFL framework as applied in the use case, its outcomes and benefits, and develops the conclusions, recommendations, and implications.

For the readers to better understand the SFL framework as developed by the author, and to show how it has impacted the learning and practice of gender equality development at RMEI and member-institutions across the diverse Mediterranean countries, the study is organized in such a way to reply to the following pursued questions:

- How SFL was developed?
- What are the specific characteristics of the SFL?
- What are the impacts on learning and practising for gender equality at the individual, network, and institutional levels?

The paper, therefore, is built around five main parts following a logical analytical process:

1. The study begins with an introduction that includes definitions of the key concepts and background information supported schematically by Figure 1, intended to inform the reader. In this part, the aim and objectives of the study clearly state that an empirical leadership framework for gender equality is applied by the RMEI network for driving the gender equality.

![Figure 1. Soft leadership (SL) characteristics](image)
change that is a combination of leadership by a female academic integrated with soft skills for driving the gender equality at the engineering schools across Mediterranean countries. The framework consists of a perspective closely connected to the systemic view of life.

2. The methodology followed is not a sampling research, but an approach centered on a more intuitive, empirically grounded generalization, based on the relationship between the author’s experiences and the use case itself. The concepts generated by this case study is expected to resonate experientially with a broad audience (readers), thereby facilitating a greater understanding of the SFL framework. The use case is presented to maximize what can be learned in the period available for the study. Besides being context-specific, the SFL framework can be chosen for leading groups, institutions, organizations, etc., at any scale.

3. The unit of analysis is a critical factor in the use case. Thus, this study positions itself in the TARGET project that supports GEPs within universities and research institutions, including the RMEI network. The target in this method is to establish the meaning of leadership that transcends the conventional set of criteria rather than location and context.

4. Part 4 helps readers to track the type of leadership used today and to distinguish the soft leadership characteristics.

5. Part 5 supports leaders to understand the six steps of the proposed empirical SFL framework while revealing the interconnectedness between approaches, narratives, and a selected toolbox entailing the change of the mindset and endorsing flexibility towards the achievement of SDGs.

6. The discussion section and the conclusions are based on the author’s knowledge of the socio-cultural and psychological burden of gender inequality in the engineering domain and build around the author’s experience and the empirical evidence of the dimensions of gender equality from the perspective of soft female leadership, as applied in this use case, that inter-connects diverse fields in academia and industry.

Use case: The Mediterranean Network of Engineering Schools (RMEI)
The gender equality process we report here was undertaken, as a use case, by RMEI which is a network of Mediterranean Engineering Schools. It was created in June 1997 in France, and lately was affiliated to the UNITWIN/UNESCO Chair 651 on SDGs innovations (http://www.rmei.info/index.php/fr). 28 Engineering Schools from 10 Mediterranean countries located in Europe, Africa and Middle East are the actual active members (France, Spain, Italy, Greece, Cyprus; Maroc, Tunisia, Algeria, Egypt; Lebanon, and Palestine). Since 2018, a gender-balanced board of directors leads the network (the elect president and vice-president are women). This was the result of the SFL being followed for gender equality over the last four years, that had a very positive impact on the governance of the network.

The network’s vision is the sustainable development and a peaceful co-existence of Mediterranean people and nations in the Mediterranean basin, which is a region of high diversity. People in RMEI share a common will and commitment to the SDGs’ realization.

With the support of the EU TARGET project, RMEI is facilitating a community of practice (CoP) on gender equality (GE), inspires and supports Mediterranean engineering schools to adopt gender-sensitive activities towards a gender equality journey, especially in those Mediterranean countries that have been characterized as relatively ‘inactive’ in developing gender equality plans (GEPs). These countries are the African and Middle East Mediterranean countries where related national legislation is lacking, contrary to the European Mediterranean countries where a national GE legislation has been established due to EU efforts where they belong.

The enabler: The TARGET project
The network is a partner of the four-year HORIZON 2020 TARGET project that stands for “Taking a Reflexive Approach to Gender Equality for Institutional Transformation”, since May 2017. The TARGET project supports GEPs development in seven gender equality innovating institutions (GEIs), three research performing and funding organizations and one network, the RMEI, in the Mediterranean region, by adopting a reflexive process (https://www.gendertarget.eu/).

The GEP of RMEI
During the last four years, RMEI has created a thematic working group, a gender equality audit (GEA), a tailored action plan (GEP), a self-assessment framework and indicators for monitoring of the GEP which underwent an evaluation in 2020 by a partner of the TARGET consortium. All interventions consisting of the coordinated activities of the RMEI GEP are the following:

- Gender equality working group (GEWG).
- Gender equality audit (GEA).
- Gender equality policy/strategy (GEP/GES).
- Gender equality policy statement (GEPS).
- Active community of practice (CoP).
- Gender equality centers/committees (GEC) at member-institutions.
- Knowledge building institutional workshops (KBIWs).
- Capacity building workshops (CBWs).
Leadership for multicultural and multigeneration teams allows leadership to guide actions, it focuses on systemic thinking and change. By using knowledge and information to appropriate for facing complex challenges and crises, leadership is characterized by global and systemic challenges; people are called to realize gender inequality in their workplaces, and take responsibility for their technological solutions have on society, and interact with the socio-ecological systems through technological innovation.

What is Soft Leadership (SL)?
Hard (HL) and soft leadership (SF) are theories and styles of leadership. HL entails strength and certainty, it adopts a 'control and command' approach, and it is rather effective for clearly defined simple problems. SL is a framework developed by Professor M.S. Rao in 2013, and it is appropriate for complex problems and challenges. It is based on processes of setting goals, inspiring people, encouraging teamwork, and win-win attitudes, appreciating people's contributions in accomplishing goals and objectives. The skills that SF develops are called soft skills, entailing values and empathy under a collective mission, and shared vision. SL is differentiated from the HL since it is based on collaboration and consensus, while HL enhances competition.

The set of characteristics of SL have been defined by the founder of the framework and include 11 characteristics (11C) such as 'Character, Charisma, Conscience, Conviction, Courage, Communication, Compassion, Commitment, Consistency, Consideration, and Contribution'. If six of them are met in a leadership process, then the leadership can be characterized as SL. The 11 characteristics of SL by definition are depicted in Figure 1.

The SFL leadership empirical framework developed at RMEI
Rationale: consciously co-creating the future
We hypothesize that for a world that is changing and for designing regenerative technologies and cultures towards sustainable and equitable societies of the future, there is a need for engineering education to create new knowledge, skills, and capacities, and new leadership styles, tools, and techniques. Within this context, gender equality is a complex process.

As members of the RMEI network that regroups engineering schools and people, our main role is being educators and faculty members at engineering schools. By exercising this primary role, we do feel that engineering education plays an important role in designing technologies for sustainable societies, but we also realize that the persistent underrepresentation of women in leadership and senior positions at the engineering education systems is a challenge for realizing a sustainability-oriented education. Therefore, promoting gender equality in engineering schools and learning for sustainability that is transformative is our commitment.
an openness to societal needs and under new forms of knowledge and strategic networks. In networks, gender equality can be advanced through collaborative and volunteering processes that are based on willingness to change behaviors and take gender-sensitive approaches in workplace and life, contrary to the traditional rigid teacher-student flows of knowledge that govern traditional universities.

Engineering schools of the Mediterranean world are hierarchical structures led, in most cases, by male leaders with masculine perceptions on women’s position in the school, society, and family.

Therefore, for a network of engineering like the RMEI, to lead a social change that the gender equality change is, within a masculine environment, the need for a different leadership to drive that change was considered a prerequisite. A female leader to drive gender equality within the network, to facilitate a CoP across Mediterranean, and develop leaders and change-agents on gender equality was considered that fits with the RMEI’s vision and mission for sustainable development.

We also realized that not only was any female leadership needed (female leadership does not necessarily imply a different leadership), but another type of leadership with humanistic, multicultural, multigenerational, contextual, regional, and temporal characteristics. These characteristics can fit to the contextual character of engineering, to national complexities of Mediterranean countries, and to the temporal social role that engineers will play in providing technological solutions with socio-ecological benefits at local, regional, and global scales of economies.

Moreover, we realized that we must create new leaders and change agents to take the leap of gender equality in their institutions, to influence the structural institutional change in their school and workplace favoring gender-sensitive initiatives. These leaders must integrate cognitive, affective, and inspirational skills beyond organizational skills to satisfy all stakeholders.

The above reasons shaped the requirements for a different leadership development at RMEI to uptake the development of gender equality change at any level, from the individual to the working group, network, CoP, engineering schools, and engineering profession at large. All the above realizations created the foundation for our SFL framework to lead conscious individuals.

Going beyond traditional gender lens
Our SFL framework for gender equality advancement goes beyond the traditional gender lens, which sometimes has created a fatigue in the gender equality discourse. The stand-alone argument of social justice may not seem strong enough for convincing engineers to bring the desired transformation in engineering and scientific contexts.

We based our framework on narratives and arguments that go beyond the fairness principle, for advancing the gender equality principle in engineering education, in the era of socio-ecological disruptions. We focused our arguments on the link gender equality has with sustainability and resilience to climate change hazards and disruptions, and on the synergies gender equality has with other SDGs innovations. We argued that gender equality is a critical goal for sustainable development, while its implementation can foster positive cascading effects for the achievement of all SDGs.

Our SFL framework differs from the HL framework, usually met in engineering higher education institutions that operate under hierarchies and paternalistic patterns. It differs from how information flows are distributed, how responsibilities are taken (in a volunteer base), and how willingness and commitment is endorsed.

Our framework aims to:

- Inspire, and catalyze formal and informal changes towards gender equality, utilizing the network and external resources.
- Build knowledge and share best practices among members of the CoP.
- Facilitate multidisciplinary synergies of SDG5 with other SDGs innovations.
- Develop soft skills in facing the change on gender equality and other changes.
- Focus on the personal development of members.
- Enhance cultural change and elimination of bias.
- Emerge cognitive emotions in students and faculty members.
- Create new mindsets with emotional intelligence and critical thinking.
- Sift from reductionism to holistic perspectives.
- Sift from separation to interbeing.
- Sift from competition to co-creation.
- Shift from hierarchies to self-assembling.
- Boost responsibility and commitment.
- Facilitate intergenerational and intercultural perspectives.
- Consolidate ethics and values for a common future and peaceful co-existence in the Mediterranean region.
- Use communication across generations.
- Use communication across different cultural and national contexts.
- Develop change-agents for gender equality.
- Develop leaders.
Multilevel of gender equality learning
The framework aims for individual (personal) and collective capacity building for gender equality. Knowledge building, skills development, and attitude changing can improve the individual’s capacity to proceed with a gender equality change. Personal development refers to the psychological processes that occur in the individual through learning and acting that can influence changes at the collective level via interactions the individual has with other members of the collective entity (working group, network, CoP etc.)29, and through the ‘Spillover’ phenomenon. The ‘Spillover’ phenomenon was first explored in chemistry30. But it can be observed in human groups behavior where one individual behavior can cause the adoption of related behaviors by others31.

In the following paragraphs we present the SFL framework characteristics. Figure 2 depicts the SFL new deliveries that include narratives, approaches, toolbox, and mindset, and considers adaptability and resilience in the process.

Step 1: SFL new narratives
We assumed the need to change the narratives around gender equality in engineering education settings and went beyond a charity cause, since we observed that the charity cause cannot be relegated to the realm of social justice within technocratic settings32. Therefore, we brought to the discourse new arguments and discovered new narratives that can shed light to the multifaceted gender equality principle, while we explored other promising frameworks for transforming higher engineering education towards this objective.

Since we recognize that gender equality is a wicked problem, inherent in any socio-economic system, as well as in higher education systems, we integrated arguments based on natural and social capitals, ethics, and values, to serve as agencies for planning and gender equality mainstreaming, advocating that these integrations can accelerate fundamental changes towards a sustainable, equitable and resilient life.

The key message is that our framework is based on new narratives that can help overcome social, contextual, and territorial assumptions and difficult settings, such as the engineering ones. Our narratives can foster systemic gender equality and holistic approaches for a whole-system transformation.

Looking beyond traditional gender lens. Gender lens approaches have expanded in recent years regarding the implementation of gender equality in universities/organizations. The aligning of the traditional gender lens with the SDGs gains a broader perspective. This alignment matters because it facilitates the practice of gender mainstreaming in engineering settings. Gender mainstreaming matters because it acknowledges that all SDGs (from climate change to food security, resources, energy) impact different genders differently.

Going beyond gender lens and fairness argument, we advocate that since gender equality is a challenge for many sectors, (from education and research, to production, economy, etc.), it has implications with climate change, health, security of food, water, waste, energy, biodiversity, and technological innovations. We argue that the transition towards socio-ecological
resilience should be aligned with the fundamental aspect of gender equality and that by increasing gender equality in all sectors a positive impact on productivity, innovation, sustainability, resilience, and democracy can be brought.

Differentiated vulnerabilities and gender inequalities can impede the effectiveness and sustainability of climate change responses which are essential for tackling global challenges.

The key message here is that women equal participation in all sectors should be a contextual policy and a leverage for sustainability, resilience, and democracy.

**Gaining a contextual perspective.** Engineers can play an important role in most of the SDGs’ implementation, mainly by designing cost-efficient technological projects to preserve natural resources and the environment. In the 21st century, engineering is defined as the ‘social practice of conceiving, designing, implementing, producing, and sustaining complex eco-socio-technological products, processes, or systems’.[33] We believe that technology must serve the needs of humanity, in terms of providing sustainable resources for the present and future generations.[33,34]

A good leader in engineering settings and sensitive to gender equality principle can find synergies of SDGs technological and engineering innovations with gender equality and identify R&I activities to connect with gender vulnerability agency (to connect gender equality with clean water and sanitation systems (SDG6), energy systems (SDG7), infrastructures (SDG9), cities (SDG11), production and industrialization (SDG 9, 12), and in climate action (SDG13)).

The message here is that, when augmenting gender equality in engineering, it is basically arguing for sustainability and sustainable development implementation, because SDG5 should be horizontally integrated into all SDGs. Any top manager of engineering context and setting, committed to sustainable development and having understood the interconnectivity of all SDGs, cannot deny the commitment to gender equality that is crucial in accelerating sustainable development.

**Gaining a complex systems perspective.** SDGs implementation requires solutions that need critical thinking, creativity, and knowledge-transfer. It requires to take a complex system approach that integrates social sciences, engineering, and humanities.[35]

Systems thinking is a useful tool in addressing complex situations. It is problem-solving framework that explores inter-relationships of the system, perspectives of the situation, and defines critical boundaries[36], while it enables a more contextual perspective by shedding light on the role of social, economic, and historical conditions.[36]

Engineering institutions should recognize that gender equality requires changing the entire system, because gender equality is nested within the system, and they need to adopt a whole-system approach from leadership to capacity development, accounting, and assessment of the institution to creating a new wisdom.[39]

The message here is that an appropriate leadership for gender equality must take a systemic and contextual analysis of the problem, reflexive, and circular approaches, to go beyond reductionism that claims individuality in society without interconnections.[40]

**Reminding the social role of universities.** The sustainability-oriented education and transformation at the higher educational level calls for equality and diversity.[41] In the 21st century, universities are the key drivers of education for sustainability (EfS). They have the responsibility to integrate gender equality into teaching, research practices, and to bring a shift in ways of thinking. Engineering schools have the responsibility, besides developing appropriate competencies in designing technological products, processes, or systems, to raise awareness for sustainability and inclusivity[42,43] and developing leadership capability.[44]

The message here is that when augmenting for gender equality in engineering settings, it is basically augmenting that both men and women engineers, managers and scientists should make substantial contributions to the sustainable development, work equally on sustainable solutions that benefit entire societies. Gender equality can boost an interconnected and knowledge-based world economy that can distribute equal opportunities for men and women.

**Step 2: SFL adopted approaches**

**STIGMERGY mechanism: self-assembling systems.** The science based ‘Stigmetry’ mechanism can be useful in addressing complex problems by self-organized collective schemes, with coordinated actions and interactions of individuals, and feedback.[45] It is a biological term documented by Pierre-Paul Grassé (1959) describing the mechanism of termites to coordinate actions without having a management structure.[46] This mechanism as a phenomenon can be applied to human environments, both natural and engineered, and it is especially referring to CoP and networks’ coordinative contributions.[46] In human systems, it means that individuals actions leave traces in the environment that affect the behavior of other individuals in the network,[47] and changes that occur in one part can influence changes in another part of a system.[47]

The message here is that in a CoP or a network that are self-organized collective schemes, with coordinated actions and interactions of individuals and feedbacks, gender equality change occurs when one member actions affect subsequent behavior of other members, creating the so-called change-agents.

**SPILLOVER phenomenon: participatory systems.** As scientists in chemical engineering, we are aware of the ‘Spillover’ phenomenon that defines effects of an activity spread further than was originally intended.[48] We assumed that for a gender equality perspective in engineering education, spillover could happen as an interesting phenomenon to shed new light on
how the process of a change occurs, and how an individual can become a change-agent\textsuperscript{49}.

Gender roles are learned through social processes and have a strong impact on the gender progress in universities. The spillover behavioral phenomenon applying on a system composed by many entities like the RMEI network (that is composed by different engineering schools), can help in developing GEPs, based upon a common willingness to share, and extend experiences beyond the context of our initial community in which we work. This can result in the following: one well-performing school (member of RMEI) in one country can inspire another school to do the same in another country, regarding the development of a GEP, and to adopt it accordingly to the specificity of national context. Therefore we hypothesized that, by sharing common values of sustainable development and equality in a clear, open, and collaborative way to the members of the network (professors and students), we could catalyze gender equality practices in all engineering institutions of the Mediterranean CoP, based on the “behavioral spillover” which is the notion that “one behavior triggers adoption of other behaviors”.

The message here is that evaporation of some biases can be catalyzed through trustful interrelations, interactions, and interchanges among members of a CoP and due to the behavioral spillover phenomenon, which takes place where the adoption of one behavior causes the adoption of additional related behaviors by others.

4I organizational approach (Intuiting, Interpreting, Integrating, Institutionalizing). The ‘4I’ approach of organizational learning describes the processes that are involved in creating, retaining, and transferring knowledge within an organization/institution, that can be applied at many scales. According to the 4I approach, the process of learning is taking the steps of Intuiting, Interpreting, Integrating, and Institutionalizing. Interpreting is a more conscious process than intuiting, involving conversation and dialogue that leads to mental shift among individuals, while integrating involves taking coordinated actions and focusing on collective action. Finally, institutionalization occurs when new ideas and actions become embedded into rules, procedures, and infrastructures\textsuperscript{50}.

The message here is that in conceptualizing the gender quality change at the RMEI network and member-institutions, we took the steps of:

- **Intuiting** (at faculty staff and students’ level).
- **Interpreting** (bridging faculty staff and students with the gender equality working group).
- **Integrating** (shared understanding among members).
- **Institutionalizing** (at the network and member-institutions level).

Step 3: SFL new toolbox

Once we positioned SFL as a driver of gender equality change, we provided the tools that enable the change to thrive.

A clear vision for a desirable future based on common values. Willing to bring about gender equality change in the network we created a clear vision of the type of change we wanted. To change a culture of leadership we were based on mutual respect and trust, empowering others to become ‘change-agents’ at their institutions, as well at their life.

The SFL leader must compel a strong set of common values among members and create relations that are based on trust. The adoption of a GEP statement was the result of members’ commitment to common values. GE is an ethical concept, with values and beliefs underpinning it.

The new toolbox offers the discovering of own values in the domain of sustainable development shared, with other individuals and the collective.

Interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary approaches for systemic solutions. For engineers to solve complex socio-ecological problems, there is a need for interdisciplinary approaches beyond technological knowledge and simulation models. Sensibility to interdisciplinarity, transdisciplinarity, and complexity matters for a global transformation process\textsuperscript{51–55}.

In a disciplinary approach to a problem, each scientist uses processes to solve the problem through a developed methodology. For example, science and engineering contributes technical and scientific innovations, while social sciences contribute language and ethics\textsuperscript{52,53}. In an interdisciplinarity approach a connection of both fields of knowledge is occurring\textsuperscript{7}.

SFL tool is encouraging to work closely with experts from social science, humanities, art, and other stakeholders, to overcome the barriers of gender equality in engineering education.

Creativity in solving complex problems. Problem-solving learning is particularly reflected in the process of engineering education. Solving a problem is a complex cognitive process requiring mental effort, critical thinking, and creativity\textsuperscript{55}. The realization of problem-oriented learning requires to develop skills of critical thinking, skills in argumentation\textsuperscript{56}, while various contextual factors impact the creative process of informal social groups\textsuperscript{57}.

The SFL toolbox creates capacity and openness to support creative ideas in the process of innovation or change. In an ever-changing world to meet the needs of societal demands, creative leadership and critical thinking are required, which SFL offers.

Pythagorean perspective: art-based learning. Literature, music, mathematics, and art are constituents of the Pythagorean perspective\textsuperscript{48}. Learning involves enriching the ‘Self’, broadening visions of an individual\textsuperscript{59}.

Art-based learning can be used in gender equality CoP-based projects to connect to social inquiry and foster a dialogue\textsuperscript{50,62}, developing connections between different ways of knowing and
interdisciplinarity\textsuperscript{62}, allowing different opinions to be expressed with a nonviolent communication\textsuperscript{62}.

The art-based methodology is what RMEI leaders use during the Michelangelo Workshop, annually co-organized with the students of the network (GAMe sub-network), for gender equality learning.

\textbf{The Socratic “know yourself”; developing character and consciousness.} First, Socrates, the Greek Philosopher, with his famous ‘Know Thyself’, has advocated working on yourself to obtain consciousness\textsuperscript{63}. Similarly, in China, Confucius approached learning and education by emphasizing character cultivation of individuals\textsuperscript{60}.

The concept of consciousness appears in the field of psychology, and it is defined as self-awareness, awakening state, and knowledge, according to Velmans (2009), entailing a system of beliefs. It is the state of an individual being aware of something, and it is related to individuals’ tendency to engage in social change activities\textsuperscript{60}. It entails:

- Emotional dimensions (beliefs and values).
- Perceptions (attitudes).
- Cognitive factors (information and knowledge).
- Action taking (environmental behavior)

Consciousness can be referred to as the experience of the ‘Self’\textsuperscript{65} while understanding how human consciousness is functioning can deliver societies with significant opportunities\textsuperscript{65}. Workshops can help consciousness enlarging and understanding of gender bias and biased conceptions\textsuperscript{65}.

The SFL toolbox is used within the RMEI CoP in helping professors and students understand the relationships between their actions and the impact they have on society and others. For this reason, awareness workshops and symposiums were organized by RMEI leaders.

\textbf{Einstein’s quote ‘the intuitive mind is a sacred gift: emerging intuition.} Albert Einstein has had often quoted intuition with ‘the intuitive mind is a sacred gift’. Some other researchers have been debating the value of intuition in decision-making for years\textsuperscript{67}, while cognitive scientists accept that intuition can lead to effective decision-making, as Gerd Gigerenzer from the Max Planck Institute for Human Development in Berlin, argues in his book entitled ‘Intuition is the Intelligence of the unconscious’\textsuperscript{168}. Capra (1989), in his book entitled ‘Uncommon Wisdom’, argues that humans dispose an extraordinary reservoir of power, love, and wisdom within\textsuperscript{69}, that needs to be activated by practices\textsuperscript{66}.

Intuition can be a helpful tool. This is a SFL tool used within the gender equality working group (GEWG) in shaping the GEP for RMEI.

\textbf{Step 4: SFL new learning processes} \textit{Introducing new forms of learning: living lab.} For a gender equality change new forms of learning (like the living lab) can benefit from the co-sharing, collaborating conditions of a network by engaging stakeholders actively\textsuperscript{70,71}. Living lab for gender equality is a transdisciplinary form serving as the vehicle and offering space for systemic change activities\textsuperscript{72}.

A living lab has been organized in RMEI to be the vehicle for gender equality systemic change, offering space for collaboration and innovations. The living lab was very effective for the RMEI members during the disruption that Covid-19 pandemic has brought with closed borders and online communication, because it offered the virtual space for interacting and collaborative papers writing (14 collaborative papers collaboratively submitted to peer review journals) for the consolidation of knowledge in gender equality.

\textbf{Introducing transformation.} For a gradual transformation of engineering education institutions, fostering awareness of the ‘systemic view of life’ can enhance individual change\textsuperscript{1}, making a shift from bias perceptions into gender equality in co-existence\textsuperscript{1}, adopting finally a ‘whole-institution approach’.

We believe that transformative learning deserves a role in engineers’ education to go together with technological achievements, inventions, and innovations.

\textbf{Step 5: SFL new mindset} \textit{Affording the heterodox views, respect democratic freedom, reaching a consensus.} The concept of gender equality is a cross-cutting issue of social and cultural constructions on women and men’s social relationships\textsuperscript{73}. Various cultural representations have a strong influence on gender equality beliefs and perceptions\textsuperscript{74}, acquired through social processes\textsuperscript{75}. Cultural change in a geographical context is seen as a change in shared values\textsuperscript{76}.

In developing a gender equality policy (GEP) at RMEI, we had to respect the high diversity of national contexts, without demonizing heterodox conceptions and beliefs. To transcend the complexity of national contexts, we used the arguments of ethical commitment to SDGs, common values, trustful relationships, and effective communication.

Our SFL framework is respecting national-context complexities existing in Mediterranean countries, depending on the level of gender equality advancement in each country, knowing that this differentiation can also create differentiation in perceptions of individuals on gender equality processes and level of interventions for RMEI. We overpassed these difficulties by respecting the cultural differences, heterodox views and disagreements among members, trying to always reach a consensus.

\textbf{Avoiding judgmental comparisons.} Gender equality change asks for voluntary actions. People who are participating in
CoP are volunteers; they offer time and energy for the CoP that is beyond their professional workload and obligations at their institution.

Among members of the RMEI, gender equality policies and institutional ambitions are more advanced in some institutions, mainly from European countries where European and national legislation is in place. More ambitious policies and new gender equality options are needed for the less-advanced ones.

SFL calls for co-creation on a volunteer basis and for exchanging knowledge and best practices, while avoids creating a competition among the low-advanced individuals and institutions with those that are high-advanced in gender equality practices. It empowers by inspiring members to enhance their commitment to SDGs, encouraging the use of gender equality strategies in a way that does require a deeper theoretical understanding of the change theory, but a practitioner character that fits to engineering settings, and making optimum use of network’s capacity.

Need for responsibility and commitment. A leader for gender equality is someone who can inspire through the formation of positive relationships and empowering others to lead, inspiring initiatives to strengthen consciousness, responsibility, and commitment that then can give birth to new gender-sensitive initiatives. Responsibility assumed by the members of the network can provide a commitment and a sense of the mission. Trust must be sustained with evidence-based interventions and transparent communication.

SFL inspires humanistic approaches, improves individuals’ responsibility, creates trustful relations, stimulates emotions.

Credibility in communication with intergenerational, intercultural, international groups. For leading multiple generations from diverse cultural backgrounds (faculty members and students from 10 different Mediterranean countries), we took into consideration the different strengths and weaknesses of each sub-group, interacting with them with respect, challenging them to contribute to the CoP by finding ways to involve them in initiatives and processes, in a win-win basis.

The RMEI CoP is a multicultural and multigeneration group; members choose their actions according to their beliefs and experiences.

Consolidating knowledge and dissemination of results. It is important to consolidate knowledge on gender equality and disseminate the results. During the Covid-19 lockdowns, we achieved knowledge building and consolidation by writing collective publications on:

- Analysis of responses on Covid-19 remote work impact on Mediterranean female researchers.
- Resilience to climate change hazards and implication of gender differentiated vulnerabilities.
- Self-assessment frameworks and monitoring indicators development.
- Lessons learned.

A SFL leader is a person capable of finding ways to keep the community active. In RMEI, we provide capacity, experience, guidance, and creative ideas for knowledge consolidation by writing collaborative publications for peer review international journals and for conferences, to collaboratively disseminate results on gender equality.


Lockdown and online remote work. The face-to-face aspect of CoP and university life was disrupted during the Covid-19 lockdowns. Meetings, conversations are ceased. It is showing that the socio-economic implications of Covid-19 are impacting women disproportionately, because the increased childcare during schools closing is having impacts on the distribution of home activities and childcare. Addressing the question of how the current Covid-19 pandemic reveals existing gender injustices, we propose new caring social norms to universities.

Digital stage. In the Covid-19 disruptive age, physical services are being replaced by online ones, reducing the interventions and activities of our CoP. However, the current transition to the digital stage provides an opportunity for:

- Redesigning learning processes on gender equality.
- Aligning technology and gender equality skills.
- Consolidation of knowledge.
- Building human-centric leadership culture.

RMEI adapted to the Covid-19 disruption by keeping the CoP active via introducing new ideas of activities for knowledge consolidation, inspiring, and supporting collaborative publications on gender equality issues. In addition, collaborative surveys with dedicated questionnaires on how the Covid-19 remote work has impacted Mediterranean female academic developed and distributed to Engineering Institutions faculty members and young research, PhD students etc. while the outcomes the foundation of publications sent to international journals and other Universities networks. This is an on-going process. The above increased the adaptability and resilience of our GEP and CoP.

To increase resilience and adaptability and strengthen the feeling of belonging to a CoP that can be weaken especially for those who joined the CoP recently or due to the lack of face-face interactions during Covid-19 pandemic, we countered that by keeping an active online communication and organizing capacity building workshops online.
Results
SFL constructs new narratives for a gender equality dialogue that is based on SDGs commitment and systems frameworks, and draws insights from science, technology, innovation, ecology, philosophy, ethics, and values.

The SFL model integrates multidimensional, context, regional and temporal characteristics to create cognitive, affective, and motivational over behavioral outcomes, new mindset beyond organizational skills, and collaborative learning over individual learning.

SFL is an innovative framework for leader development because it goes beyond the traditional gender lens which sometimes create a fatigue in the engineering education discourse, not a strong enough argument to stand alone for the engineering and STEM specific contexts.

SFL narratives link gender equality to sustainability, show synergistic effects with all SDGs innovations, gender equality as the critical goal for sustainable development and demonstrates how its implementation has positive cascading effects to all sectors.

SFL combines female soft leadership characteristics; it is very appropriate to advance gender equality in engineering and STEM contexts and settings. Female leadership alone does not guarantee that it is not a hard leadership (HL), while the combination of female and soft leadership (SFL) might be the best for advancing gender equality at all contexts and levels.

Use case
SFL leadership was developed and implemented during the process of gender equality change within the homonymous community of practice (CoP) facilitated by the Network of Mediterranean Engineering Schools (RMEI) and supported by the EU TARGET project.

Gender equality strategies are context-sensitive. Engineering schools of the Mediterranean world are hierarchical structures led, in most cases, by male leaders with masculine perceptions on women’s position in the school, society, and family.

Therefore, for a network of engineering like the RMEI that connects 28 engineering schools from 12 Mediterranean countries to lead a social change that the gender equality change is, within a masculine environment, the need for a different leadership to drive that change was considered a prerequisite.

At RMEI, we realized that not only was any female leadership needed (female leadership does not necessarily imply a different leadership), but another type of leadership with humanistic, multicultural, multigenerational, contextual, regional, and temporal characteristics. These characteristics could fit to the contextual character of engineering, to national complexities of Mediterranean countries, and to the temporal social role that engineers will play in providing technological solutions with socio-ecological benefits at local, regional, and global scales of economies.

Moreover, we realized that we must create new leaders and change agents to take the leap of gender equality in their institutions (Mediterranean countries), to influence the structural institutional change in their school and workplace favoring gender-sensitive initiatives. These leaders must integrate cognitive, affective, and inspirational skills beyond organizational skills to satisfy all stakeholders.

The above reasons shaped the requirements for a different leadership development at RMEI to uptake the development of gender equality change at any level, from the individual to the working group, network, CoP, engineering schools, and engineering profession at large. All the above realizations created the foundation for our SFL framework to lead conscious individuals and applied for the management of the RMEI network towards supporting the process of gender equality change at the member-institutions.

A female leader using soft leadership to drive gender equality within the network, facilitate a CoP across Mediterranean, and develop leaders and change-agents on gender equality was elected at the RMEI, aligning the RMEI’s vision and mission for sustainable development and inclusion.

RMEI is a network that builds on common values, dialogue, mutual understanding, friendship. The RMEI-based CoP consists by students and faculty members from various engineering schools of the European, North African, and Middle Eastern countries, engaged in the process of gender equality within RMEI and their institutions. Very important elements of this CoP are the trustful and emotional relations created between people, making them to feel belonging to the same family. The gender equality dialogue in the CoP and the sharing of knowledge led to shared practice, which created a collective new cognitive ability.

We countered the lack of knowledge on change theories; therefore, we used our intuition, creativity, interdisciplinarity approaches, and our embedded experience from scientific and academic work, engineering problem-solving methodologies and R&I approaches.

We took a systemic approach, a dialogical, down-top approach to formulate the strategy, based on personal development processes for the participants, rather than seeking to impose a view upon the situation. All these complemented with tailored and customized activities, under a reflexive framework of the TARGET project.

For institutional change to occur the creation of ‘change-agents’ and leaders to lead a change in the system of each engineering school is important. To proceed with the gender equality, change at the institutions-members of the network and the commitment of institutions’ top-management was essential. This commitment was understood as the commitment to
SDGs implementation. The emphasis is on common vision, values, goals, and mutual influence, encouraged dialogue and open communication, with interpersonal interactions that require profound attentiveness and trust.

The SFL and leaders’ development framework for gender equality advancement in engineering, that we developed at RMEI, is grounded on empirical evidence. It derives as an outcome from an engineering context across Mediterranean countries.

The new toolbox and mindset used was enabled by the TARGET project, during the years 2017–2021. The RMEI GEP has been evaluated by the consortium of the TARGET project. SFL excelled in the evaluation as ‘very successful’ in setting goals, articulating a GEP, and facilitating a vivid CoP, inspiring institutional changes, and endorsing the commitment of top managers of member-institutions.

Figure 3 shows the steps of SFL development with the CoP of RMEI.

The characteristics of SFL for gender equality advancement in engineering context are depicted in Figure 4.

Beyond all, the fundamental point for the transformation, that the SFL at RMEI opted for, was the understanding of our powerful interconnectedness and interdependence as a fundamental property of an expanding transforming and evolving universe. Once people have understood the above, they become conscious of their own responsibility to co-design and co-create a healthier and more equitable future. This awareness of our co-creative agency is based on the shift of how we see things, from the mechanist and reductionist perspective of an objective observer to the holistic and ‘systemic view of life’ of a subjective participant. This was a shift in narrative from the cultural dominance of separation to interbeing, equality at all levels and co-existence with peace.

It is expecting that by implementing the SFL framework members of the RMEI can integrate gender equality knowledge via mindful awareness, widen their experience, deepen the understanding, and build a gender-sensitive mindset. With practice, a journey of looking inward can begin for the participants, with the help of science, art, and culture, via workshops to inquire, challenge, and furthermore proceed with gender equality change at their institution.

It is expecting that change-agents and new leaders for gender equality will be developed to inspire other higher education institutions and networks to undertake a participatory path towards a gender equality change.

Conclusions

There are multiple types of leadership. In this paper, the soft female leadership (SFL) framework for gender equality change in engineering context is reported.

SFL is a leadership framework combining female leadership and soft skills, focusing on the ‘Systemic View of Life’ concept.

SFL is a leadership for the 21st century challenges that implies multidimensional, context, regional and temporal characteristics, provides cognitive, affective, self-awareness, and inspirational tools for the creation of new mindsets beyond organizational skills, and collective learning over individual learning.

SFL framework for gender equality advancement goes beyond the traditional gender lens which as standalone can create a fatigue in the education for the engineering and STEM...
contexts transformation. Awareness of the systemic view of life and emotional intelligence along with humanistic values are included in SFL as agencies for gender equality actions (theory and praxis).

SFL is a combination of female and soft framework that reflects multiple dimensions for individual and collective change; it was used for building GEPs at the RMEI network and members.

Female leaders taking a soft leadership approach may be the best for advancing gender equality at an engineering context.

The outcomes of this study and the SFL model for leaders’ development to drive gender equality within masculine-dominated engineering institutions and complex national contexts, may inspire other institutions and sectors to adopt it.

The key message is that gender equality strategies are context-sensitive and thus there is a need to discern what problem of gender equality occurs in every setting, and to make the choice of leadership best fit in.
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There are a number of potentially promising aspects raised in the paper, namely devising and implementing gender equality policies in engineering education contexts and in countries and institutions with cultural and possibly legal barriers to gender equality, and the experience of the RMEI network functioning as a CoP to advance good practice for gender equality in engineering. Focusing on these topics would be very useful to anyone planning a proposal for Horizon Europe.

However, these aspects get lost in the current text, which includes description of the TARGET project and extensive discussion of topics only partly relevant to the three questions listed in the Methods issues, e.g., discussion of SDGs. The SFL is extensively discussed as a framework but only very briefly how it was actually practiced by the CoP for development of gender equality policy for the institutions involved and how the toolbox was developed and tested. I would caution about the description of the leadership style as a combination of 'soft leadership' and 'female leadership'. Whilst women leaders have been shown often to adopt different leadership styles to men, there is no such a thing as "female" leadership. I would also caution about the potential misunderstanding of the acronym "GEP" which is widely used to stand for Gender Equality Plans rather than as in the paper for gender equality policy.
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**Comment 4:** It is not clear what kind of empirical data supports the piece. The authors are clear in stating their commitment (as a group) to promote gender equality in engineering schools and learning for sustainability, and to fight the under-representation of women in leadership and senior positions at the engineering education systems. But we miss the information on what study/research was conducted and to what aim. Rather than being supported by a study, the article comes closer to a manifesto. The content may be convincing, and I (as probably many other readers) sympathize with the goal of gender equality in managerial positions and the education machinery, support values proposed and agree with multiple other claims made (e.g. that gender equality strategies are context-sensitive or that leadership has typically had a masculine construction.). However, the article would need to be significantly more precise in various points to qualify as a research article.

**Reply 4:** I fully understand your claims because as you reviewed it as a research paper. Now, that I am resubmitting it as a METHOD paper, I hope you are satisfied with the information provided to support a METHOD paper at ORE. Discussion is now enriched with a section ‘USE CASE’ where the implementation of the SFL is explained.

**Comment 5:** As a side note, for analytical purposes, I would suggest writing in slightly longer paragraphs where a certain thought is developed, rather than in one sentence paragraphs (Discussion, Conclusion section)

**Reply 5:** Following your suggestion, I tried as much as possible, to shorten sentences and paragraphs (Results, Conclusion) and somehow the discussion part.
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Reply to comments of REVIEWER #3 Dr Elizabeth Pollitzer, Director, Portia Ltd, UK; founder, Gender Summit.

Comment 1: There are a number of potentially promising aspects raised in the paper, namely devising and implementing gender equality policies in engineering education contexts and in countries and institutions with cultural and possibly legal barriers to gender equality, and the experience of the RMEI network functioning as a CoP to advance good practice for gender equality in engineering. Focusing on these topics would be very useful to anyone planning a proposal for Horizon Europe.

Reply 1: Thank you for appreciating my effort and taking the time and effort to review my paper.

Comment 2: However, these aspects get lost in the current text, which includes a description of the TARGET project and extensive discussion of topics only partly relevant to the three questions listed in the Methods issues, e.g., discussion of SDGs.

Reply 2: The reviewer's comments have been taken into consideration and the paper has transformed to a METHOD paper, that builds upon a use case that is the case of the RMEI network where the SFL was implemented and validated, following the suggestion of ORE’s editors. According to ORE guidelines “Method articles in some areas of research, e.g., education, social sciences or economics, may benefit from a different structure, in which case a more flexible format is possible as long as the authors ensure that they describe their methods and sources in sufficient detail for others to be able to repeat the research”. For this reason, the title has changed to: Learning outcomes of leader and leadership development: a method for a soft and female leadership (SFL) empirical framework for driving the gender equality change in Mediterranean engineering education [version 3]

Comment 3: The SFL is extensively discussed as a framework but only very briefly how it was actually practised by the CoP for the development of gender equality policy for the institutions involved and how the toolbox was developed and tested.

Reply 3: In this revised METHOD paper, in the conclusion part, I added a USE CASE section where it is explained how the SFL is practiced and validated. The SFL was validated at the network level. It is expecting that by implementing the SFL framework members of the RMEI CoP can integrate gender equality knowledge via mindful awareness, widen their experience, deepen their understanding, and build a gender-sensitive mindset. With practice, a journey of looking inward can begin for the participants, with the help of science, art, and culture, via workshops to inquire,
challenge, and furthermore proceed with gender equality change at their institution. It is expecting that change agents and new leaders for gender equality will be developed to inspire other higher education institutions and networks to undertake a participatory path towards a gender equality change.

**Comment 4:** *I would caution about the description of the leadership style as a combination of ‘soft leadership’ and ‘female leadership’. Whilst women leaders have been shown often to adopt different leadership styles to men, there is no such a thing as "female" leadership.*

**Reply 4:** Thank you for the comment. At the RMEI, we decided to call the new leadership SFL because it is a combination of a female leader and soft competence building. This is a new term we applied in our method. The specific techniques that are used in the current study are empirical, supported also by the literature, and the gender equality knowledge built by the EU HORIZON2020 TARGET project. The author replicated the soft leadership framework developed by prof Rao M.S but also added to the field by examining aspects of the engineering education domain and the Mediterranean community of practice (CoP) for gender equality.

**Comment 5:** *I would also caution about the potential misunderstanding of the acronym «GEP” which is widely used to stand for Gender Equality Plans rather than as in the paper for gender equality policy.*

**Reply 5:** Thank you, it is corrected as suggested.

**Competing Interests:** No competing interests were disclosed.
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Acknowledgements to REVIEWER #2 Prof Monia Chouari, University of Sousse, Sousse, Tunisia: I would like to deeply thank Prof Monia Chouari for her appreciation of my work, the time she devoted and the effort to analyze in detail all chapters and aspects of the article. Your positive evaluation adds value to my paper. Thank you very much.
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Reply to comments by REVIEWER #1 Jerneja Penca, Euro-Mediterranean University, Piran, Slovenia

**Comment 1** *I am not very familiar with the scope and aim of the journal to which I was invited to review. Thus, I may not be pitching my response at the right level, as I opted to provide a review of the article in light of the questions posed to me and my knowledge of the area I am reviewing.*

**Reply 1:** We are sorry you are not very familiar with ORE. For your information, Open Research Europe's scope covers any scholarly work in a social sciences discipline resulting from studies that have Horizon 2020 funding, regardless of the perceived interest and the extent of novelty. The peer review focuses on whether the paper has academic merit and whether adequate detail has been
Comment 2: The article engages with some of the relevant literature to support the claims made, but it does not make it clear how does it build on that literature, what gaps it fills and how does it contribute to existing knowledge. I wonder if a comprehensive survey of existing literature regarding gender and leadership types has even been made.

Reply 2: Following the ORE editors, this paper was transformed into a METHOD paper because this type of article was the best fit for our paper. Therefore, the paper as it is transformed to a METHOD paper builds upon a use case that is the case of the RMEI network where the SFL was implemented and validated. ‘Method articles in some areas of research, e.g. education, social sciences or economics, may benefit from a different structure, in which case a more flexible format is possible as long as the authors ensure that they describe their methods and sources in sufficient detail for others to be able to repeat the research (see article guidelines at https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/for-authors/article-guidelines/social-sciences/method-articles#main).

The reviewers’ comments have been taken into consideration and the paper has been revised accordingly. In this revised version it is presented not as a METHOD paper with a use case because it fits better the reviewers’ comments and expectations and the type of work reported. The revised title is: Learning outcomes of leader and leadership development: a method for a soft and female leadership (SFL) empirical framework for driving the gender equality change in Mediterranean engineering education [version 3]

Comment 3: I also wonder about the extent to which expertise from the disciplines of sociology, gender studies or other social science backgrounds have been involved in the research of this interdisciplinary theme.

Reply 3: As is stated in the conclusion section, we countered the lack of knowledge on social change theories; therefore, we used our intuition, creativity, interdisciplinarity approaches, and our embedded experience from scientific and academic work, engineering problem-solving methodologies and R&I approaches. All these are complemented with tailored and customized activities, under a reflexive prism that the TARGET project taught us. That’s why the SFL and leaders’ development framework for gender equality advancement in engineering, that we developed at RMEI, is grounded on empirical evidence. It derives as an outcome from an engineering context across Mediterranean countries.

Comment 4: It is not clear what kind of empirical data supports the piece. The authors are clear in stating their commitment (as a group) to promote gender equality in engineering schools and learning for sustainability, and to fight the under-representation of women in leadership and senior positions at the engineering education systems. But we miss the information on what study/research was conducted and to what aim. Rather than being supported by a study, the article comes closer to a manifesto. The content may be convincing, and I (as probably many other readers) sympathize with the goal of gender equality in managerial positions and the education machinery, support values proposed and agree with multiple other claims made (e.g. that gender equality strategies are context-sensitive or that leadership has typically had a masculine construction.). However, the article would need to be significantly more precise in various points to qualify as a research article.
Reply 4: I fully understand your claims because as you reviewed it as a research paper. Now, that I am resubmitting it as a METHOD paper, I hope you are satisfied with the information provided to support a METHOD paper at ORE. Discussion is now enriched with a section ‘USE CASE’ where the implementation of the SFL is explained.

Comment 5: As a side note, for analytical purposes, I would suggest writing in slightly longer paragraphs where a certain thought is developed, rather than in one sentence paragraphs (Discussion, Conclusion section)

Reply 5: Following your suggestion, I tried as much as possible, to shorten sentences and paragraphs (Results, Conclusion) and somehow the discussion part.
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